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Part-I

Introduction
This national conference of All India Peace and Solidarity Organisation is taking place after four years and four months. The last conference was held in Puducherry. During this period, we have some achievements and some failures, particularly in responding to different political developments. Though our Trivandrum declarations has explained our position on global issues and guide us about our future course it will be important to make some comments on the situation we are living in and what should be our tasks in future to strengthen the peace and solidarity movement in our country.

International developments
After the Puducherry conference, the international situation has worsened further. The crisis of the capitalist system is deepening with its negative social consequences hurting the working people and masses badly along with rising geopolitical conflicts and increasing rivalry among the great powers and blocs. All those largely characterise the situation. The developments in the last three years have confirmed that imperialism is aggressively active to control everything. To realise its dream to be the boss of the world, it has increased allocations to its already huge military budget, has enhanced its military presence in all the continents and is trying to extend its area of influence over the markets and rich energy resources of Asia, Middle East, Africa and Latin America by using all kinds of conflicts and differences including internal disputes of nations and differences within the neighbouring countries. The latest developments are the victory of Donald Trump as President of USA, continuation of civil war in Syria, increasing terrorism of all kinds and the the expansion of NATO and encircling of Russia.

To keep its thumb everywhere, the US imperialists overtly or covertly have successfully floated and groomed different terror groups in West Asia, South Asia and Central Asia to destroy religious and ethnical unity of the people in different countries and are declaring all those countries which are not ready to accept the dictate from the empire as national security threats to USA. The project of “ISIS” is the other side of the same coin of the imperialist agenda in the region. It is aiming at controlling the spheres of influence and energy resources. It requires willing regimes and is ignoring the consequences for the people of the region. The crisis and instability created by the imperialists directly and indirectly through armed “jihadist” groups are being used now as valid pretext for new military operations and invasions in Iraq and Syria, having as ‘model’ the case of Libya which was bombed and cut into pieces.

Emergence of multi-polarity in international scene
During the last three years, developments also indicate that bid for a uni-polar world under the aegis of US seems to be frustrated by various international and regional groupings. Clear signs of multi-polarity are emerging. Formation of financial institutions like BRICS bank, Asian Infrastructure Bank and growing cooperation among the emerging and developing economies are significant developments in this regard. As well as other regional bodies like the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of our America (ALBA), the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC), and
the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) are contributing towards establishment of multi-polar world.

Moreover, during this period has witnessed emergence of different countries in the global scene undermining the authority of US domination. There are also growing differences between the USA and European Union as well as among the countries of EU on global issues undermining its authority as an institution.

In such a context, emergence of Russia and its policies on global issues particularly on Syrian conflicts put her as a force to be recon- 
ed with. Today Russia along with China is trying their best to change the present international situation.

**Situation in West Asia and Middle East**

The situation is rapidly changing in the area particularly in Syria and Iraq. The liberation of the historic city of Palmyra and Aleppo is already weakened the IS and Western backed Jabhal Al Nusra terrorist group. Though the complete liberation will take more time the intervention of Russia and Iran has proved that the US and Saudi Arabia backed anti-Assad forces are not in position to dictate what should be future of Syria.

The assaults by the Iraqi army to liberate Mosul will further weaken the IS and other terrorist group.

While the situation is changing in Syria and Iraq major problems remain on the issue of democratic transformation of Syria and to accommodate the question of independent Kurd state in occupied Kurd areas where Turkish army is attacking Kurd resistance forces who are leading the battle against IS and other terrorist groups.

The situation in Yemen is pathetic. While the US and European countries are concerned about Syria, they prefer to remain silent on Yemen where Saudi led war backed by the US and NATO virtually destroyed that country. The same with the situation in Bahrain where people’s aspiration for democracy is met by the inhuman attacks of the multi-national armies by Saudi led Gulf Council.

**Latin America**

Situation in Latin America is also getting very complex. The victory of right-wing candidate Mauricio Macri in Argentina’s presidential election, and the victory of the right-wing Democratic Unity winning two thirds of the seats in Venezuela’s National Assembly elections, the parliamentary cu[da in Brazil are the most negative developments in Latin America which have radically altered the political map in South America.

The historic victory has been achieved by Cuba in its battle against US imperialism with the US recognition of its policy’s defeat against Cuba with the start of the process of normalisation of relations between two countries.

Now finally Colombian government and the FARC have decided for ceasefire and continue the dialogue for peaceful solution of five decades of insurgency. To redouble our solidarity efforts are essential in continuation of Bolivarian revolutionary process in Latin America.

**Situation in Asia-Pacific Region**

The situation in the area has remained complex and tense. The development in Asia-Pacific region becoming more complex and is passing through a very difficult phase linked with continuing deterioration in international situation. Unprecedented imperialist military build-up, plan for building up NATO like alliance in Asia with the increasing presence of US army,
the stationing of nuclear weapons in South Korea, the build-up of these forces in South East Asia, the South Pacific, the South China Sea, the Indian Ocean, the Gulf and the Middle East and along with this, a number of regional conflicts are persistently exacerbating the situation in the region.

The problems in South Asia are deep rooted and linked with the British Colonial rule and their policy of ‘divide and rule’. Whether it is the question of borders among the nations, water sharing, communications, refugees and many others are the issues to be settled. While above problems are there at the same time people of this area facing almost same and similar problems of immense poverty, illiteracy, deceases, malnutrition and underdevelopment and religious fundamentalism, extremism and terrorism.

The growing menace of terrorism in Bangladesh, Pakistan, Afghanistan and in India are matter of great concern. The situation is getting more complex with constant attack on Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar.

**Where India stands today**

While the international situation is marked by the imperialist and neo-liberal offensives and growing popular resistance and victories of the progressive forces in many areas, our country on the other hand is passing through a very critical situation. Our people are facing challenges from the newly elected government at the Centre which represents the interests of the corporate capital, rightwing ideology coupled with the worst form of majoritarian communalism.

Our economy is in a very bad shape and is being made totally dependent on the International Finance Capital. Despite extending red carpet welcome to MNCs and FIIs with unheard of concessions, investors are not getting attracted towards India. Concessions after concessions are being granted to Indian corporate houses including a five per cent reduction in corporate tax. All those have only proved futile to ensure economic growth.

The Modi government is well aware of this and is still making all-out efforts to push the economy to Right by amending laws and allowing free hand to International Finance Capital to meddle with. As the failures mount another rightist offensive is also made to divide the people on religious, communal and casteist lines. All kinds of obnoxious and obscurantist methods are being resorted by BJP/RSS combine to divide the people and divert their attention from the real problems of daily life.

The period has been marked by a brazen Hindutva. The communal incidents from Dadri to Udampur, to RohithVemula's death in the University of Hyderabad, to the police assault on JNU on February 9, 2016, and the insertion of the sanghparivar activists in key positions while simultaneously banning secular school textbooks have raised a lot of alarm. Particularly their attacks on dalits and Muslims on false charges of slaughtering and consuming beef in the name of protecting the cow, demolition of the AmbedkarBhawan, incident in Una’s minority communities, as well as on education, culture and academicians are deplorable. All these attacks are aiming at to sharpening communal polarisation and destroy our long inherited secular fabric of our society.

Generally, from AIPSO platform we do not discuss the issue of law and order problems of any particular state but the situation in Kashmir and to some extent the situation in Manipur
are issues which cannot be ignored by AIPSO whose one of the main objectives is to defend India’s integrity and sovereignty when these two borderline states are facing multiple problems.

The situation in Kashmir is getting more complicated since the killing of Burhan Wani. The killing led to huge protest which have not restricted to the only towns but spread to rural areas. More than seventy people have died in firing by the security forces and a few thousands have been injured. Due to the use of the Pellet guns by the security forces hundreds of youth became blind and disabled for life.

Without addressing the main reasons of such revolt the Modi government and Hindutva communal forces are trying to find solution by using maximum security forces. The peace and solidarity movement demands the maintenance of the special status accorded to Jammu & Kashmir under Article 370 and for the provision of maximum autonomy and initiate dialogue with all stake holder in Kashmir.

The situation in Manipur is almost same. The frequent economic blockade imposed by the United Naga Council and also the counter blockade by other extremist groups are creating havoc for both Manipur and Nagaland and for the whole nation. Appropriate steps have to be taken by the state and central government to overcome the situation.

**Reverse trend in foreign policy**

In this period the rightwing drift in Indian foreign policy is getting further filip in last two years. India had a history from the days of the independence movement to support all freedom struggles throughout the world. This also became the cornerstone of the post-independence foreign policy. The non-aligned movement was not just an expression of not aligning with either of the two power blocs in the world but also a dynamic one of seeking complete decolonisation of the world.

It is this independent foreign policy that India has been changing in the last two decades. Starting with the shift to neoliberal policies in the economic sphere, there is also the strategic shift towards aligning with the US. It is this strategic shift that has seen a series of military and security ties being created between the US and India.

First time any Indian Prime Minister did not attend the Non-Aligned Summit in Venezuela just to please the US and acquired the junior ally of US to fulfil its geo-strategic goals. The finalization of the Major Defence Partner designation to India by the US, signing of the Logistic Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) are nothing but acceptance of our sovereignty to USA. At the same time there is a move to build up a common strategic objective with USA in Asia-Pacific region. The relations with neighbouring countries are also not getting improved. The one-eyed policy towards Pakistan has not yield any result.Rather the new alliance among China-Russia and Pakistan is emerging in backyard of our country which once again proved the failure of our foreign policy.

No need to mention the shameful position of Indian government towards Palestine issue. There is emerging trilateral partnership of India, US and Israel and unfortunately it started with the Congress government and got momentum as there is less difference between the two major political parties position that such kinds of understanding are mutually beneficial forgetting our long standing support to the Palestinian cause from our pre-independence period.

Thus the present situation in our country demands more responsibility from AIPSO to mobilise the Indian masses around the issues of secularism, democracy, economic and social
justice as well as the issues of Independent foreign policy and the issue of Peace and anti-imperialist solidarity.

**Challenges for AIPSO**

At present we are facing twin attacks from imperialism and its neo-liberal economic offensive in our country and the situation demands that we have to take proper political and organisational steps to meet these challenges. Forces for peace in India have therefore to bring together the various forms of resistance that is springing up and relate their specific struggles to the larger struggle for peace in a sustainable way. It is not possible to fight for peace in isolation from the other struggles that are taking place in the country and elsewhere.

This demands the broadest unity to be built on the issues of resistance to war, assault on the livelihood of the people and on the environment. It is important therefore that the peace movement in the country brings together forces not only within political parties that are seeking to combat the forces of war and plunder, but also forces that are outside the political parties that are in the same struggle for a just society based on sustainable development. We have to reach out to the all sections of the society and their respective organisations like women, youth, student, workers, peasant, intellectual, cultural activists, writers to strengthen our capacity as peace warriors.

In this context it is utmost important to understand that the broadening of our organization remains one of the key tasks. It needs proper political understanding among our leadership. They should understand that this is not a joint political platform of different parties on the issue of peace and solidarity, rather it is the organisation of common Indian people who are ready to carry forward the ideals of anti-imperialist solidarity, peace, democracy, secularism and believe that India as a peace loving country with its size, diversity, pluralism and its deep-rooted democratic institution can play the leading role in shaping the present world into a world of peace, cooperation, stability and development.

**Part II**

**Organisational issue**

The political and organisational documents approved by the Puducherry conference had placed before AIPSO members the future tasks. There are positive responses from many states. There are lot of activities held at state level. But that is not enough to address the present challenges faced by our nation.

This time when we are meeting for the national conference, the state conferences are held in 11 states. They are Chhattisgarh, Uttrakhand, Punjab, MP, Bihar, Kerala, West Bengal, Puduchery, Rajasthan, Telengana and Tamilnadu. Except MP and Tamilnadu, all state conferences were successful with broad participation of all sections of the society. A good number of delegates were there in majority of the states on the basis of their memberships. Many important personalities from the Chief Minister to important Writers, Advocates, Social activists and political leaders from different political parties attended the conferences.

There are positive responses also from other states like Tripura, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Haryana to have AIPSO units there. We have to take appropriate initiatives to see that we can form good units in all states of India.
But what is common in majority of the states there are no district level organization excluding in Bihar, Telengana and Kerala. In future we have to overcome these weaknesses.

**Activities at the National Level**

Since the last national conference, AIPSO leadership organised many events and activities. The secretariat also extended its support and cooperation to other organisations particularly on the issue of solidarity with the people of Palestine, Cuba and Syria and participated in all the joint activities and took part in many international events.

We also organised an international conference on Palestine and the executive meeting of World Peace Council in Goa. One of our most successful activities is to organize India-Vietnam People’s Festival. Already eight festivals were organized – four in Vietnam and four in India. Many activities were also organized on the issue of defending the secular democratic character of our country in many states on their own independent initiatives.

To chalk out our plan of activity, Office bearers, Executive and General Council meetings were held but the presence from different states were not up to the mark. The conference should take serious note on this issue.

**Function of the Secretariat**

Last conference also elected 38 office bearers and 11-member Secretariat. Looking at the composition of the present Secretariat one can easily understand how difficult it is to hold a meeting of these members on day today basis. So it was through consultations by telephones/fax/emails majority decisions were taken. Now we have to change the situation for better functioning. In this respect proper amendment to the constitution will be placed at the conference.

**Relations with other organisations**

AIPSO is the Secretary and important regional member of World Peace Council and Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Organisation. In both organizations AIPSO has played an important role in the past. But now Nepal Peace and Solidarity Council (NPSC) became the Regional Coordinator for Asia-Pacific Region and we have to play a more active role to support NPSC for improving the working of the regional coordination. We have to regularize our contacts with the member organizations of AAPSO and WPC.

During the period the leadership took many initiatives to strengthen its relationship with Peace & Solidarity organizations in other countries. We have established once again our contacts with almost all member organizations of WPC and AAPSO.

**Peace and solidarity**

This journal was playing a useful role in propagating our views on different issues and subjects. But unfortunately after Patna national conference not many issues have appeared and eventually stop its publication due to acute financial crisis. We have to plan in proper way so that our journal comes out regularly.

**Propaganda**

At present we do not have any propaganda mechanism. We should opt for better technologies available today for mass campaigning and projecting our views to grassroots level. We have to take seriously having our own website in near future. We must intervene on the social media.
Finance

The finance is very important for the organisation like AIPSO to carry its day-today work as well as to organise its activities. The new committee has to discuss the issue seriously. During these years’ experience shows that we can mobilise funds if we are active. The audited account will explain our income and expenditure in detail. At the same time, the positive development is that many of our state committees have started paying their membership fees. But it is not enough. We have to take different measures to collect at least 50 lakh within this year (2017) through different activities.

The problems we are facing today are;
1. Entire leadership of AIPSO is involved in the organisation on a par-time basis. From centre not all leaders are available as fulltime workers for this organization. More over those who are there in the leadership are politically overloaded.
2. State level too the same problem is there. In different states we have offices with all facilities but failed to run as a state centre.
3. All our activities are being organised in capital cities, in the form of seminar, meetings etc. No initiative is there to build the organization as organisation of mass movements.
4. No serious efforts are made for mass membership campaign, consistent campaign on different issues for which our organisation stands for. Moreover, wherever there are state committees, hardly they met on a regular basis.
5. Acute shortage of funds also limits our day today activities and our mobility on national and international levels. AIPSO is a secretariat member of WPC and AAPSO. There is a big expectation from our member organisation about our leadership. But due to financial crisis we are not in a position to meet the expectations of our friends.

We have to overcome these difficulties for building a strong peace and solidarity movement as decided by the Puducherry conference. And for that we have to change our working style and have to overcome our casual approach towards the organisation and movement itself. From now within year we have to take corrective measures at all levels so that we can overcome the above problems and move forward.

To realise the main objectives, AIPSO needs broad participation of individuals, political and social organisations. Recognizing the diverse views and positions of different political tendencies, we have to go forward with broad approaches as our Thiruvananthapuram Declaration emphasizes this issue.

Political Tasks

1. To take more political and organisational initiatives to keep and enhance the broad character of AIPSO. The pluralistic character of our organisation should be reflected in electing the leadership and also in the decision making process at all levels.
2. To organise various forms of struggle against the fascist communal forces in defence of the secular democratic fabric of our society and Indian Constitution.
3. To redouble our solidarity activities with the people of Palestine, Cuba, Venezuela, Syria and Vietnam.
4. To take appropriate forms of activities to build friendly relations with neighbouring countries.
5. To organize yearly cultural festival involving cultural organisations devoted to the issue of Peace and Solidarity.
6. To have more joint activities with likeminded organisations on issues affecting common people.

7. To play a more active role in WPC and AAPSO in their activities. To organise and co-organise more activities in India and the region under the slogan ‘Hands of Asia’. Also to plan the regional peace march from Lahore to Dhaka under the slogan “for peace, harmony and better neighbourly relations”.

Organisational Tasks

1. To organise local conference annually, district conference every two years and state conference every four years on the basis of mass membership.

2. To have more frequent meetings of the Secretariat and other leading bodies of AIPSO at all levels.

3. To guarantee regular publication of “Peace and Solidarity” with useful content. To initiate a planned subscription campaign so that within six months we can have minimum five thousand subscribers.

4. For better coordination, the central office has to be upgraded with staff and modern office Equipment.

5. To select some comrades from now who will be ready to work full time for the organisation in all levels so that they can get some responsibility in the organisation after the next state and national level conference.

6. To take seriously the membership campaign not only in the cities but also district level so that we can expand our organization.

7. To have more diverse forms of activities involving all sections of the society in public places so that our message may reach to the wider masses.

8. To change the attitude towards organisation to limit it works in the four walls of seminar hall. We have to build this organization as organization of mass movement.

9. To mobilize 50 Lakh as the central fund before 31st of December 2017.